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1. Answer any ten of the

answers

in their own words

by complementary

b)

What is

c)

What

are

the paradoxes of material implication?

d)

State

one

point of difference between

e)

What is

f

Define

an

a

practicable.

by truth-value of a proposition?

rules of inference and those of replacement.

empty class?

truth-functionally compound

statement.

g)Define an argument form.

h)

When is

an

argument form invalid?

i)

What is

an

elementary valid argument?

j)State the rule of Existential

Instantiation.

singular proposition?

k)

What is

I)

What is class?

a

as

class?

What do you

meant

per

2x10- 20

following questions:

a)

mean

as

m) What

is truth-functional

connective?

n) What is the contradictory

o) What is

a

ofthe proposition (3x)Ax?

propositional function?

Sx4-20
Answer any four of the

following questions:

the
a) Explain with examples

and
difference between contrary

b) Why do I and O propositions

import? Explain.

have existential

the following syllogism by
c) Test the validity of

Every brave people are

1)

every

politicians are

relation of
d) Explain why the

not

sub-contrary oppositions.

means

of Venn diagrams:

honest people
politician and only

are

brave. Hence,

not honest.

subalternation

is

not

acceptable in the

Boolean interpretation

of the square of opposition.

c)

determine
Use truth-tables to

the following

statement

self-contradictory:

i) Ip°(9PP)]

ii) I(p.9)

faa

°

[(q°p) >-(rv -)]

r={(pPr)v(q

r)]

7:
°
-(r v *r)]
i) Ip>(9Pp)] [(qPp)
rl=[(p>r)vlq r)]
ii)

[(p.9)

forms

as

tautologous, contingent

or

following
Symbolise each of the
quantifiers

3)

gentle only if they are

i)

Some horses

)

Any person

iit)

Only policemen and

Answer any two

a) Explain

are

is

a

by using logical

coward who

firemen

notational of

propositional

function and

well trained.

deserts
are

both indispensable and underpaid.

of the following questions:

10x2=20

of standard form categorical
second and third rules
with illustrations the

syllogism

as

formulated

by Copi.
truth-

of the following arguments
b) Determine the invalidity

M(NVO0)

i)

N (PV Q)
QR

P)
M

ii)

(x) (Mx
(x) (Mx

Nx)
Ox)

(x)Ox N

1)

M (NV0)

N (PV Q)
Q

R
(R V P)

M

ii)

(3)Mx
(3x) (Mx

Nx)
Ox)

(Ox°Nx)

by the method of assigningvalues:

c)Detemine the

means

of Venn diagrams:

were guest. Therefore, hardly
stayed for dinner. Only diplomats
for dinner.
any diplomat stayed

Not any guest

i)

ii)

d)

validity of the following arguments by

there is
Where there is smoke there is fire:
there is no fire in the kitchen.

Construct formal

proof of validity for the following

i)

(EP) (S>W)
(Ev S) (PvW)

ii)

(x)(Ax Bx)
(Ex)(Cx Ax)

(x) (Cx Bx)

i)
ii)

no

(E P)-(S3W)
(Ev S)3 (Pv W)
(x)(Ax °Bx)
(x)Cx* Ax)

( x ) (Cx Bx)

smoke in the kitchen, hence

arguments:

